Abstract-We propose a novel consensus notion, called "partial consensus", for distributed GM-PHD (Gaussian mixture probability hypothesis density) fusion based on a peer-to-peer (P2P) sensor network, in which only highly-weighted posterior Gaussian components (GCs) are disseminated in the P2P communication for fusion while the insignificant GCs are not involved. The partial consensus does not only enjoy high efficiency in both network communication and local fusion computation, but also significantly reduces the affect of potential false data (clutter) to the filter, leading to increased signal-to-noise ratio at local sensors. Two "conservative" mixture reduction schemes are advocated for fusing the shared GCs in a fully distributed manner. One is given by pairwise averaging GCs between sensors based on Hungarian assignment and the other is merging close GCs based a new GM merging scheme. The proposed approaches have a close connection to the conservative fusion approaches known as covariance union and arithmetic mean density. In parallel, average consensus is sought on the cardinality distribution (namely the GM weight sum) among sensors. Simulations for tracking either a single target or multiple targets that simultaneously appear are presented based on a sensor network where each sensor operates a GM-PHD filter, in order to compare our approaches with the benchmark generalized covariance intersection approach. The results demonstrate that the partial, arithmetic average, consensus outperforms the complete, geometric average, consensus.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE rapid development of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in the last decade is in large part responsible for the recent upsurge in interest in WSN-based distributed tracking. A typical decentralized WSN consists of a number of spatially distributed, interconnected sensors that have independent sensing and calculation capabilities and (only) communicate with the neighbors for information sharing, namely peer-topeer (P2P) communication. In particular, due to the appealing fault-tolerance and scalability to large networks, consensusbased distributed algorithms have gained immense popularity in the sensor networks community.
In the consensus-oriented distributed filtering setup, each sensor operates an independent filter while sharing information with its neighbors iteratively to ameliorate each other's estimation with the goal of converging to the same estimate over the entire network. As a result, local estimation that are made based on both local observation and the information disseminated from neighbors are similar to each other (or in other words, the sensors asymptotically reach a consensus), which are better as compared to the independent estimation without network cooperation [1] - [3] . In this paper, we consider the scenario with a time-varying, unknown, number of targets, which are synchronously observed by all sensors in the presence of false and missing observations. Great interest has been seen for extending the theory of average consensus [4] , [5] for which the item being estimated may be the arithmetic average (considered as the default manner [5] , akin to the linear opinion pool [6] ) or the geometric average [7] (akin to the logarithmic opinion pool [6] ) of the initial values.
With regard to the type of information disseminated, three main categories of protocols exist; we note that there are protocols such as diffusion [8] , [9] that may belong to either. Our approach falls into the last category:
1) Measurement/Likelihood. Disseminating raw measurement can be practically preventable in communication. Instead, the likelihood function, as a compact representation of the measurement information, is a promising alternative [10] - [12] . However, in multisensor multi-target cases, computationally cumbersome measurements-to-targets association or enumeration [13] is typically required. Moreover, it is nontrivial to fuse raw measurements reported at sensors of different profiles including detection probabilities, clutter rates, etc. To date, measurement/likelihood consensus is mainly limited to the single target case. 2) Estimate/Track. This involves running tracking algorithms on each sensor separately, yielding a set of tracks to be associated between sensors based on their proximities and then be fused, namely track-to-track fusion [14] , [15] . When tracks are distant in the state space, this may work well, e.g., [16] , [17] otherwise it suffers from the fragility and high computational cost for maintaining a large number of hypotheses. 3) Posterior/Intensity. This involves disseminating and fusing the multi-target posterior [18] , [19] or the density of its statistical moments between sensors. In particular, the probability hypothesis density (PHD) that is the first order moment of the random target-state set, has been developed as a powerful alternative to the full posterior for time series recursion [20] , [21] . In this case, the key is to disseminate and fuse PHDs.
As the state of the art, the geometric average for PHDs/multi-target densities is referred to as the KullbackLeibler average (KLA) [12] , [22] , [23] , also known as the geometric mean density (GMD) or the exponential mixture density (EMD) [24] - [26] . The fusion approach is known as generalized covariance intersection (GCI) [27] - [29] which extends the Chernoff fusion/covariance intersection [30] , [31] to multi-target densities. In spite of its success in certain scenarios, deficiencies of GCI, most of which have already been recognized in the literature, are noted in this paper.
However, it is not our intention to revise or improve these geometric average consensus approaches. Instead, we propose novel arithmetic average consensus approaches for PHD fusion, which are closely connected to the so-called covariance union (CU) [32] - [35] and arithmetic mean density (AMD) [26] . In short, there are two distinguishable features with our approaches: 1) Only the significant components of local PHDs, which are more likely target signals rather than false alarms, are disseminated between neighbors, while the insignificant components that are more suspected to be false alarms will not be involved in either the P2P communication or the consensus fusion. As such, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be positively enhanced at local sensors. This significantly differs from existing consensus approaches where the (complete) consensus is conditioned on all the information available in the network. The consensus in our approach is made based on a part of the information of local posteriors, termed partial consensus. 2) Only closely distributed components, which are more likely corresponding to the same target, are fused, in either of two conservative manners: averaging and merging, based on union calculation rather than intersection. The resulting consensus remains defined in the default arithmetic average sense rather in the KLA sense, which demonstrates particular advantages in dealing with the false and missing observations which are inevitably involved in realistic tracking.
A preliminary part of the merging-for-fusion protocol has been presented in our conference paper [36] , in which, however, we did not analyze its connection to AMD/CU, nor did we provide any conservativeness analysis. The merging scheme adopted initially is a standard one [37] , which as found in this paper can be optimized in the covariancefusion part. These have now been completed in this article. In addition, we present much more technical extension and new results, including a new, communicatively much cheaper, partial consensus protocol. Therefore, this paper serves as a significant revision and extension to [36] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The basics of GM-PHD, conservative fusion and GCI are given in Section II, followed by the motivation and key idea of our approach in section III. The proposed distributed GM-PHD fusion protocol is detailed in Section IV. Simulations are given in Section V for comparing our approaches with the GCI. In particular, the weakness of the GCI is noted. We conclude in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARY

A. RFS and GM-PHD
We consider an unknown and time-varying number M k of targets with random states x
The collection of target states at time k can be modeled by a random finite set (RFS)
A RFS variable X is a random variable that takes values as unordered finite sets and is uniquely specified by its cardinality distribution ρ(n) and a family of symmetric joint distributions p n (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) that characterize the distribution of its elements over the state space, conditioned on the set cardinality n. Here, a joint distribution function p n (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) is said to be symmetric if its value remains unchanged for all of the n! possible permutations of its variables. The probability density function (PDF) f (X) of a RFS variable X is given as
Instead of propagating the full multi-target density which has been considered computationally intractable, the PHD filter propagates its first order statistical moment [20] . For a multi-target RFS variable X with the PDF f (X), its first order moment PHD D S (x) in a region S ⊆ χ is given as:
where δ X (x) w∈X δ w (x) which is used to convert the finite set X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · } into vectors since the first order moment is defined in the single-target vector space, δ y (x) denotes the generalized Kronecker delta function, and the RFS integral in the region S ⊆ χ is defined as:
Straightforwardly, the GM approximation of the whole PHD at filtering time k can be written as:
where N (x; m, P) denotes a Gaussian component (GC) with mean m and covariance P, J k is the number of GCs in total, and w
k is the weight of ith GC. The PHD is uniquely defined by the property that its integral in any region gives the expected number of targets in that region. Therefore, the expected number of targets can be approximated by the weight sum W k of all GCs, i.e.,
In this paper, we assume each local sensor running a GM-PHD filter, e.g., as given in [21] and that they are synchronous. Our work focuses on the posterior GM dissemination and fusion between neighboring sensors.
B. Conservative Fusion and Mixture Reduction
We consider now a sensor network where all the sensors observe the same set of targets but their measurements are conditionally independent. The errors of estimates yielded at local sensors are correlated with each other where the correlation is due to the common prior/noise in the models and common information shared between sensors, etc. Despite any a priori information on the cross-covariance [38] - [40] , it is typically intractable, if not impossible, to quantify the correlation between sensors, which is at least time-varying due to the P2P communication and prevents optimal fusion (e.g., in the sense of minimum mean square error); see also [41] . Therefore, a pseudo-optimal, "conservative", fusion rule is resorted to for avoiding underestimating the actual squared estimate errors. The benefit to do so includes better fault tolerance and robustness [32] , [33] . To be more precise, we have the following definition on the notion of "conservative", as used in [30] , [32] , [34] , [42] :
Definition 1 (conservativeness). An estimate pair (x, P) of the real state x (a random vector), consisting of a vector estimate meanx with an associated error covariance matrix P, is called conservative when P is no less than the actual error covariance of the estimate, i.e.,
T ] is positive semi-definite.
With the associated covariance matrix being "conservative", the estimate pair is also called "consistent" [32] , [35] . However, a consistent estimator is traditionally an estimator that converges in probability to the quantity being estimated as the sample size grows. To avoid confusion, we shall only use the terminologies of "conservative" or "conservativeness".
Lemma 1.
A sufficient condition for the fused estimate pair (x, P), due to fusing a set of estimate pairs (x i , P i ), i ∈ I = {1, 2, · · · }, in which at least one pair is unbiased and conservative, to be conservative is that
Proof. Without lose of generality, supposing (x i , P i ) is unbiased and conservative, we have
due to the unbiasedness and conservativeness, respectively.
Lemma 2. Given a set of conservative estimate pairs (x,P i ), i ∈ I = {1, 2, · · · } of the same, unbiased estimate mean associated with possibly different error-covariance matrix, a sufficient condition for the fused estimate pair (x, P), to be conservative is given by
where the non-negative scaling parameters ω i ≥ 0, i∈I ω i = 1 are called fusing weights hereafter.
Proof. The conservativeness of fusing estimate pairs reads
The proof is simply done by multiplying both sides of (9) by ω i and summing up over all i ∈ I, which leads to
Definition 2 (Standard Mixture Reduction, SMR). Given a set of estimate pairs (x i , P i ) weighted as w i , i ∈ I, respectively, the SMR scheme [37] fuses them into a single estimate pair (x SMR , P SMR ) with weight w SMR , given by
where the adjusted covariance matrix is given by (cf. (5))
Lemma 3. Given that all the fusing estimate pairs are unbiased and conservative, the resulting estimate pair given by the SMR scheme as in (12)- (13) is unbiased and conservative.
Proof. The proof is straightforwardly based on Lemmas 1 and 2. First, unbiasedness is due to the convex combination. Second, given that each (x i , P i ), ∀i ∈ I = {1, 2, · · · } is unbiased and conservative, (x SMR ,P i ) is conservative according to Lemma 1, and so their convex combination of (x SMR ,P SMR ) is conservative according to Lemma 2.
It is important to note that, considering "conservativeness" only, the fusing weights used to get a conservative fused covariance matrix as in (13) do not have to be the same as that to get the fused state as in (12) . But instead, it is typically of interest to use different fusing weights to get an optimal fused covariance in some sense, while retaining conservativeness. For this, we have the following proposition, akin to the CIbased optimization [43] , [44] . Proposition 1. The covariance-fusing weights for (8) can be determined such that the trace of the resulting covariance matrix is minimized, i.e., ω i i∈I = argmin ωi,i∈I tr i∈I ω iPi . Thanks to the convex combination and positive trace of the matrices, the solution is simply given by ω i = 1, ω j = 0, ∀j = i, j ∈ I where i = argmin i∈I tr(P i ). That is, the trace-minimal yet conservative fused covariance is given by
Hereafter, we refer to the MR scheme based on (11), (12) (15) and (14) as the optimal mixture reduction (OMR), which differs from the SMR only in the covariance-fusion part. It is a type of fusion seeking conservativeness, given that all fusing estimate pairs are unbiased and conservative.
C. GCI Fusion and KLA
Given a set of posteriors f i ∈ Ψ, i ∈ I to be fused by the fusing weights ω i ≥ 0, where Ψ denotes the set of PDFs over the state space χ, and I = {1, 2, · · · } denotes the fusing sensor set, the GCI/Chernoff fusion [27] which resembles the logarithmic opinion pool [6] and the belief consensus [7] reads
where C is a normalization constant. The GCI fusing result is also known as GMD [26] or EMD [24] , [25] , [45] , which actually minimizes the weighted sum of its KLD with respect to all posteriors f i , ∀i ∈ I, and is, therefore, also referred to as the weighted Kullback-Leibler average (KLA) [12] , [22] , i.e.,
where
Three challenges arise due to the exponentiation and product calculation when the posterior f i in (16) is given by a mixture, such as the GM:
1) The fractional order exponential power of a GM does not provide a GM. Existing solutions are based on either analytical approximation that only appeals to special mixtures (e.g., components are well distant) [12] , [22] , [23] , [46] or numerical approximation via important sampling [47] , [48] or sigma point method [49] .
2) The product rule is prone to mis-detection. Misdetection at one sensor will remarkably degrade the detection at the other sensors since any signal multiplied by a weak signal of almost zero energy will be greatly weakened. See also illustration given in [50] , [51] .
3) The GCI/KLA fusion will typically result in a multiplying number of fused GCs [22] , which is costly in both communication and computation. These problems can lead to disappointing results in certain cases, which will be discussed within our simulation study in Section V.C. To overcome these deficiencies, we propose alternatives without the intrinsic need for exponentiation and product calculation of mixtures while being "conservative" not only in fusion but also in communication. In the following distributed formulation, we will use subscripts a and b to distinguish between two neighboring sensors. Since all calculations regard the same filtering time k, we drop the subscript k for notation simplicity.
III. KEY IDEA AND PROPERTIES OF OUR PROPOSAL
The section presents two "conservative" principles for distributed fusion algorithm design, which constitute the key idea of our approaches:
• P.1 Conservative communication. Consensus should only be sought on the information of targets. To get this maximally respected, only the GC of significance (those that are highly likely to corresponding to the "target")
should be disseminated, while the insignificant GC (those that are more like false alarms) should be the least involved for conservative consideration. We refer to this as the "conservative communication" principle. Here the "conservativeness" is not the same as the estimate "conservativeness" given in Definition 1. We assume that the reader will not be confused.
• P.2 Conservative fusion. Only highly relevant information, namely that which corresponds to the same target as at least very likely, should be fused and the fused results should retain "conservativeness", to deal with the unknown correlation between sensors. We refer to this as the "conservative fusion" principle.
A. Conservative Communication for Partial Consensus
First, the mixture reduction is carried out in local GM filters as usual at each filtering step, before network communication, to control the GM size.
Second, only highly-weighted GCs that are more likely corresponding to real targets rather than false alarms are disseminated between neighbors. To this end, we propose two alternative rules to identify these target-likely GCs, referred to as rank rule and threshold rule, respectively.
• P.1.1 Rank rule. Specify the number of GCs to be disseminated as equal to the intermediately estimated number of targets at each sensor using the closest integer to W k as in (4) or more straightforwardly, specify a fixed number of GCs when a priori information (e.g., maximum) about the number of targets is known. Then, only the corresponding number of GCs with the greatest weights are transmitted to the neighbors.
• P.1.2 Threshold rule. Specify a weight threshold w s , and only the component that is weighted greater than that threshold will be transmitted.
It is also possible to use a hybrid, arguably more conservative, criterion such that only the GCs that fulfill both rules are chosen, or a hybrid, less conservative, criterion such that any GCs that fulfill either rules can be chosen. In any case, we refer to them as a separate GM, hereafter called Target-likely GM (T-GM) and denote the T-GM size at sensor a as n a , i.e.,
of which the total weight (≤ W a ) is given as
Correspondingly, the remaining GC at each sensor is called false alarm-suspicious GC (FA-GC), which will not be involved in the neighborhood communication.
Definition 3 (partial consensus) The consensus yielded by disseminating among sensors an incomplete part of the information they own, i.e., only target-likely GCs in our approaches, is called partial consensus.
B. Conservative AMD Fusion
Different to the KLA optimality of the GMD as in (17), the AMD [26] calculates the average of posterior multi-target density in the arithmetic sense [5] rather than in the geometric average sense [7] , or equivalently speaking, based on the linear opinion pool rather than the logarithmic opinion pool.
Definition 4 (AMD).
The AMD of multiple posteriors f i , i ∈ I, is given as follows:
where the fusing weights ω i ≥ 0, i∈I ω i = 1. As addressed, f i is only a partial PHD obtained at sensor i in our work. As shown, the AMD is given by a convex union of multisensor posteriors, which does not double count information [26] and is provably conservative (cf. Lemma 2). It was further compared with the GMD in [26] as that, "the GMD is potentially inconsistent if a single component is inconsistent while the AMD is conservative if even a single component is consistent" [cf. Lemma 1] . Indeed, the union-type AMD fusion is less prone to the problem of misdetection as it does not involve product calculation. More importantly, it does not fuse the information of different targets and of clutter unless they lie to each other too close.
The AMD of GMs, can be easily realized through reweighting (by using the fusing weights) and combining GMs in neighborhood. Similar idea has actually been applied [50] for pairwise gossip-based fusion and for averaging the "generalized likelihood" [52] . Basically, two key issues need to be solved. First, we need a proper mechanism to design the fusing weights. The most straightforward solution is given by uniform fusing weights, which may not guarantee efficient consensus convergence and appeals primarily to the case when only few P2P communication iterations are allowed. For faster convergence, the popular Metropolis weights [4] , [53] approach is readily competent, given a large number of communication iterations. It determines the fusing weights for the information from sensor b at the host sensor a as follows
where N a denotes the set of neighbors of sensor a (excluding a). Second, the AMD of N GCs and M GCs as in (20) will have N + M GCs, which is in general much smaller than N × M yielded by GCI. Still the local GM size grows linearly with the number of fusing sensors. In order to reduce the number of GCs to be transmitted and to maintain a stable overall GM size, we next present two conservative MR schemes for fusing the gathered T-GMs in a fully distributed fashion.
IV. CONSERVATIVE MR SCHEMES
We use t ∈ N = {0, 1, 2, ...} to denote the P2P communication iteration. t = 0 means the original statue of the local sensor without any communication. This section presents two MR approaches in line with the conservative fusion principle, based on either OMR or pairwise GM averaging, which need to be executed at each P2P communication iteration.
A. Conservative Fusion P.2.1: GM Merging
The first MR protocol for T-GM fusion is given by combining the newly received and the local T-GMs into one set and merging the close T-GCs based on the proposed OMR. Before this, the GC weights should be scaled by using the fusing weights as addressed, according to their origination sensor. However, as shown in our simulation that this protocol typically bears high communication cost (which increases with t) and more iterations (t > 2) do not yield significantly more benefit, we do not suggest a larger number of communication iterations. Therefore, uniform fusing weights are more preferable (especially for t ≤ 2).
A key of MR/OMR is to determine the size of gate for fusing GCs to be merged. In our approach, the distance between two T-GCs, e.g., N (x; m a , P a ) and N (x; m b , P b ), is measured by the Mahalanobis-type distance as follows
where P is chosen as the covariance of the GC of higher weight.
A gate threshold τ is needed to control the GC grouping such that only T-GCs that are of distance smaller than τ will be merged, for trade-off between the resultant GM size and merging error. The gate has a clear physical meaning as it indicates the distance no further than τ standard deviations from the state estimate that the real state lies in with a probability, or at least a lower bound on the probability. When the estimate is unbiased and inferred from Gaussian random variables, the probability that the real state x lies within τ standard deviations of the state estimatex is given by [54] 
where P is the error-covariance matrix of the estimatex, γ is the lower incomplete Gamma distribution and d is the cardinality of the state vector. Due to the uniform fusing weights, the T-GM combination and merging will certainly raise the weight sum at sensor a tõ
where W a (t − 1) and W j,T (t − 1) are the whole GM and the T-GM at local sensor a after t − 1 iterations of P2P communication, respectively and W j,T (0) is defined as in (19) . As such, the weights of all GCs w (i) a , i = 1, 2, · · · , J a (t) after merging at each iteration t need to be re-scaled for correct cardinality estimation, where J a (t) is the GM size at iteration t and we haveW a (t) =
a . To this end, we may apply average consensus on the cardinality estimates, namely "cardinality consensus", which will be carried out simultaneously with the proposed T-GM consensus. This is feasible because the cardinality estimates yielded by the PHD filter (4) are scalar-valued parameters, for which the standard average consensus based on Metropolis weights [4] , [53] is straightforwardly applicable.
To this end, the local GM weight sums will also be disseminated in neighborhood along with the T-GCs for consensus and we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2 (Cardinality Consensus). The Metropolis weights based average consensus is applied to update the local weight sum at each communication iteration as follows:
which will be used for re-scaling the weights of all GCs at each communication iteration t, i.e.,
where β a =
Wa(t) Wa(t)
. In order to analyze the change of the weight of FA-GCs due to (26), we make two approximate albeit reasonable assumptions:
, for all b ∈ N a . Clearly, α < 1. As such, (24) and (25) reduce toW a (t) ≈ (1 + α|N a |)W a (t − 1) and W a (t) ≈ W a (t − 1), respectively. These read
In most cases, the T-GCs take the majority of the weight sum, namely α > 0.5. For example, when sensor a has two neighbors namely |N a | = 2, β a appr < 0.5, which indicates that the weight of FA-GCs at local sensor a will be approximately reduced to less than a half by (26) . Comparably, the T-GCs merge with many others from neighbors which will counteract such reduction but instead their weight will likely be increased slightly. That is, the target-likely signal will be enhanced while the FA-suspicious signal will be weakened or even ultimately removed by pruning. This will give rise to the SNR at local sensors, reducing the possibility of causing false alarms and facilitating more accurate estimation. We refer to this fusion protocol as conservative GM merging (CGMM).
For illustrative purposes, CGMM operations including GC selection, transmission, merging and re-weighting are given, as shown in Fig.1 , for a 1-dimensional state space model using two sensors. In the top row, the original PHDs at local sensors are given as GMs, each having two significant GCs that likely correspond to targets. The sensors share them with each other, and then GC merging (and pruning to remove very insignificant FA-GCs) and re-weighting are performed, as shown in the middle and bottom rows, respectively. The resulting GMs are reweighted such that they have the same weight sum for cardinality consensus. At the end, the T-GCs will become more significant due to merging while the FAGCs are weakened, leading to an enhanced SNR.
B. Conservative Fusion P.2.2: Pairwise GM Averaging
CGMM can not guarantee all received GCs to be merged to the local T-GM unless a sufficiently high merging threshold τ is used which will in turn cause greater merging errors. As a result, the local T-GM size will likely grow against the P2P communication iteration. As an alternative, we integrate the received T-GM to the local GM in a way such that each of the received T-GC is fused to the nearest host GC immediately if closely enough or otherwise abandoned. This will retain a promisingly constant local GM size during networking. To this end, we associate the received T-GMs from neighbors with the host T-GM based on Hungarian assignment (also called Munkres algorithm [55] ) and gating. Then, only associated GCs will be fused in the manner of "averaging".
For clarity, denote the host sensor as a, one of its neighbors as b ∈ N a , and the number of original T-GCs as n a and n b , respectively. To carry out Hungarian assignment, a n a × n b cost matrix needs to be constructed as follows: if n a ≤ n b (otherwise transpose the matrix)
where C i,j is the Mahalanobis-type distance as in (22) between GC i from sensor a and GC j from sensor b. The optimal assignment is given by choosing one entry at each row of the cost matrix (28), all entries belonging to different columns, with a minimal sum. That is, the optimization cost function is given by
where Π n b is permutations of n b entries and π(i) indicates the ith entry in the permutation π.
The Hungarian algorithm has proven to be efficient in solving the above assignment problem in polynomial time [55] . As a result, all the GCs in the smaller GM set will be assigned to one and only one GC from the larger GM set, while the GCs from the latter will be assigned to one or no GC from the former. We call this one to one-or-zero assignment where the unassigned component will be unfused.
Furthermore, a double-checking step is required so that only the assigned pair that are close enough are to be fused. Again, we use the Mahalanobis-type distance as given in (22) to measure the distance between two GCs and the rule (23) to design the gating threshold. Any assignment that does not fall in the valid gate will be canceled. The unassigned T-GCs will be abandoned and will not be involved in any fusion if it is received from the neighbor, otherwise it remains unchanged at local sensor. This will guarantee promisingly that the GM set of constant size at each local sensor. Finally, the pairwise assigned GCs from will be fused in the manner of Metropolis weights-based averaging at each iteration, as given below.
First, Metropolis weights are used to re-scale all T-GC weights according to their origination sensor. Then, the associated GCs are labeled with the same, to say ℓ, originating from whether sensor a or its neighbors N a . As addressed above, each sensor contributes a maximum of one GC to each group. We denote all the sensors that contribute one GC to group ℓ by a set S
[ℓ] a ∈ {a, N a } for which we have the following proposition for conservative fusion.
Proposition 3 (GM averaging) All T-GCs associated in S a (t) as follows:
where P OMR is given as in (15) by substituting I = S
[ℓ]
a and P i = P 
a . As shown, the calculation of the fused state and covariance is akin to that of CGMM but they are different at the fused weight, which is an average in (30) rather than a sum in (11) in the CGMM. Therefore, (24) does not hold here but instead roughlyW a (t) ≈ W a (t − 1) and β a ≈ 1 instead of (27) . Comparably speaking, the FA-GCs will not be so significantly weakened in CGMA as in CGMM. However, the cardinality average consensus scheme as given in Proposition 2 can still be applied at each communication iteration to re-weight all GCs including the averaged one given in (30) and the insignificant GC that is not involved in fusion. Overall, we refer to this consensus protocol as conservative GM averaging (CGMA).
C. Potential Extensions
The proposed union-type, conservative fusion and partialconsensus-based distributed GM-PHD fusion can be extended in terms of both the communication protocol and the local filter. In the former, other consensus protocols other than averaging schemes (e.g., diffusion [8] , [9] , flooding [56] ) can be applied, while in the latter, multi-Bernoulli filters [57] - [59] and even particle filter-based RFS filters can be employed based on novel mixture reduction or particleresampling schemes. In this section, the proposed CGMM and CGMA approaches for distributed GM-PHD fusion are evaluated for tracking either a single target or simultaneous multiple targets, with comparison to the benchmark GCI/KLA fusion [22] and the pure cardinality consensus based on either flooding (CCF) [56] or Metropolis weights-based averaging (CCA). These different distributed filters will be evaluated on the same ground truths, sensor data series and sensor network setting up.
For MR in all filters: GCs with a weight lower than 10 −4
will be truncated, any two GCs closer than Mahalanobisdistance τ = 5 will be merged, and the maximum number of GCs is 50 in the case for tracking a single target and 100 in the case of multiple targets. The proposed partial consensus is carried out based on the rank rule P.1.1 for selecting the TGCs. To save communication in GCI, we suggest a threshold w c = 0.005 such that only the GC with a weight larger than w c will be disseminated to neighbors and then be considered in the subsequent fusion. The optimal sub-pattern assignment (OSPA) metric [60] is used to evaluate the estimation accuracy of the filter, with cut-off parameter c = 1000 and order parameter p = 2; for the meaning of these two parameters, please refer to [60] . We refer to the average of OSPAs obtained by all sensors in the network at each sampling step as Network OSPA. The average of the Network OSPAs over all filtering steps is called Time-average Network OSPA. To evaluate the communication cost, we record a GC that consists of a weight parameter (1 tuple), a 4-dimensional vector mean (4 tuples), and a 4×4 -dimension matrix covariance (16 tuples) as data size 21 tuples and the scale-valued cardinality parameter as 1 tuple. Given that the covariance matrix is symmetric, only 10 tuples are needed here and then a GC only needs 15 tuples for data storing. Furthermore, to measure the efficiency of different consensus protocols, we define a consensus efficiency (CE) measure regarding the average OSPA reduction gained by sharing each tuple of network data as follows:
The simulations are set up in a scenario over the planar region [−1000, 1000]m × [−1000, 1000]m which is monitored by a randomly generated sensor network (with total 12 sensors and diameter 6) as shown in Fig.2 . We assume two different ground truths for the target trajectories, to be presented in the following two subsections respectively. To capture the average performance, we perform each simulation 100 MC runs with independently generated observation series for each run. Different numbers t of P2P communication iterations from 0 (without applying any information disseminating) to 12 (twice the network diameter) are applied to all consensus schemes. To set up the local filter, the ground truth is simulated as follows: The target birth process follows a Poisson RFS with intensity function γ k (x) = 
).
Each target has a time-constant survival probability p S (x k ) = 0.99 and the survival target follows a nearly constant velocity motion as given
T and the velocity [ṗ x,k ,ṗ y,k ] T , the sampling interval ∆ = 1s, and the process noise u k ∼ N (0 2 , 25I 2 ).
Without loss of generality, we employ a hybrid sensor network that consists of both linear and nonlinear observation sensors which run linear GM-PHD filter and unscented transform based nonlinear GM-PHD filter [21] , respectively. The sensors are ordered from 1 to 12, where the sensors no.1-6 generate linear observation (which are referred to as linear sensors, marked by square in Fig.2 ) while the rest (no. 7-12) generate nonlinear observation (referred to as nonlinear sensors, marked by circles in Fig.2) . The linear sensors have the same timeconstant target detect probability p D (x k ) = 0.95 and the linear position observation model given as follows
with v k,1 and v k,2 as mutually independent zero-mean Gaussian noise with the same standard deviation of 10. The FOV of each nonlinear sensor is a disc of radius 3000m centralized with the sensor's position [s n,x , s n,y ] T , n = 16, .., 30, which is able to fully cover the scenario. The target detection probability depends on the target posi-
T ; 0, 6000 2 I 2 )/N (0; 0, 6000 2 I 2 ) and the nonlinear range and bearing observation is given by
Clutter is uniformly distributed over each sensor's FOV with an average rate of r points per scan. For the nonlinear sensors, we set r = 5 in both scenarios indicating a clutter intensity κ k = 5/3000/2π while for th linear sensors we set r = 5 for the first single target scenario and r = 10 for the second multiple target scenario, indicating clutter intensities κ k = 5/2000 2 and κ k = 10/2000 2 , respectively.
A. Single Target Scenario
First, we limit the maximal number of targets that simultaneously exist in the scenario to one for generating the ground truth as that new target which can only appear after the existing target disappears. Also, there is no target spawning. That is to say, the tracking at any time actually involves maximally one target, which is favorable for CI/GCI. The network and the ground truth of the target trajectories are given in Fig.2 .
When a total of t = 6 P2P communication iterations are applied, the Network OSPA, the online estimated number of targets, and the computing time of different consensus protocols for each filtering step are given in Fig.3 , separately. For different numbers of communication iterations, the timeaveraged network OSPA, time-averaged network communication cost, and CE of different consensus protocols are given in Fig.4 , separately. We have the following key findings:
1) All consensus schemes converge with the increase of the number of P2P communication iterations; meanwhile, the more iterations, the higher the communication and computing cost and the lower OSPA. In particular, when t = 1 (each sensors only share information with their immediate neighbors), GCI yields the best performance, providing the lowest Network OSPA and time-average OSPA over all. When t ≥ 2 , CGMM yields the lowest OSPA over all which is even better than the GCI. 2) When t = 6, the computing time required by GCI is the most and is much higher than that of the others, while CGMA and CGMM come as the second and the third, respectively. 3) On communication cost, CGMM costs slightly more than CGMA, both smaller than GCI, especially when few P2P communication iterations (t < 6) are applied. 4) Cardinality consensus has improved the cardinality estimation in all consensus schemes. However, the benefit of pure cardinality consensus is limited, whether CCF by flooding or CCA by averaging, which converges to a level that is significantly inferior to that of the others including GCI, CGMM, and CGMA. However, this is achieved at the price of significantly less computation and communication. 5) The CE decreases with the increase of t in all consensus schemes. Overall, CCA yields the highest CE and CCF comes second; comparably, CCF converges faster at the expense of more communication cost than CCA. When t ≥ 6, the CCF achieves complete consensus/convergence [56] and so it will no further reduce the OSPA, leading to a zero CE. In regard to CE, CGMA slightly outperforms GCI and CGMM while the latter two perform similar. 6) Local GM size remains constant favorably during network communication at each filtering step using CCF, CCA, and CGMA but varies (mainly increases with t) due to CGMM and GCI. This is one advantage that CGMA has over CGMM and GCI. To summarize the results in the single target case, CGMM is a fair alternative to GCI in favor of smaller OSPA and fewer fusion computation and communication, while CGMA is a better choice than GCI in favor of less computation and communication, and higher CE. More discussion will be given in Section V.C.
B. Multiple Target Scenario
In this case, we extend the maximal number of targets that simultaneously exist in the scenario to three for generating a new ground truth. The trajectories of totally four targets are given in Fig.5 with the starting and ending times of each trajectory noted.
To show the simulation result, similar contents given in Figs. 6 and 7 correspond to those in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. While some of them give similar indication, e.g., the relative communication and computation cost of different protocols, key new findings are summarized as follows.
1) On filtering accuracy, CGMM gets the minimum network OSPA which significantly outperforms the others and CGMA comes second. In particular when t = 1, CGMM that consumes the same communication as CGMA and smaller than GCI, yields the largest OSPA reduction, even more significant than that of the others by performing multiple iterations of communication. This simply indicates that, only immediate neighborhood T-GM information sharing for partial consensus outperforms sophisticated averaging fusion like GCI based on multiple iterations for complete consensus. We refer to this as "many could be better than all". 2) Somehow surprisingly, GCI does not benefit the filter accuracy when t = 1. We leave here an attempt to explain the reason. 3) On communication, CGMM costs less than GCI if t ≤ 3 but more if otherwise. CGMA communicates always less than CGMM and GCI. 4) On computation, GCI costs the most again while CGMM and CGMA perform similar except when the true number of targets is one for which CGMM may be more computing costly than GCI. 5) GCI shows delay at detecting new born targets as it will even increase OSPA compared with the centralized filter with no sensor communication at time k ∈ [7, 11] and k ∈ [58, 60] as shown in the middle sub-figure of Fig.6 . This obtuse capability in new target detection is indeed unfavorable, significantly reducing the filtering accuracy (as shown in the left sub-figure of Fig.6 ). 6) CGMA and CGMM perform worse on CE than GCI except the first communication iteration, all inferior to CCF and CCA again. But, their achievements in reducing OSPA is to a large degree more significant than that of GCI and others.
To summarize this multiple-target case, both CGMA and CGMM (in particular) afford better alternative to GCI in favor of smaller OSPA, less fusion computation and even less communication for the same OSPA reduction gain.
C. Further Discussion
Experimental findings reported in the literature are notable. The performance of GCI is greatest for few sensors and distant targets [23] , [25] or only a single target [12] , [22] , [57] . Closely-distributed targets in dense clutter environment have not been particularly considered except few works such as [46] , [58] , which just showed that GCI made worse result when targets are close. For example, the cardinality estimation is worse at around time k = 800s when more iterations of GCI fusion are applied, as shown in Fig.5-7 of [46] . Delay has also been observed in estimating the number of targets when new targets appear in the scenario in [49] . More specifically, the simulation given in Section V.A of [58] has explicitly demonstrated that GCI will degrade the local PHD filter in the case of close targets whose distance is under a specific threshold and/or in the case of low SNR. Deficiency of GCI for handling misdetection has been particularly noticed in [50] , [51] . Relatively, the findings given in [61] suggested that the arithmetic average method is most robust to incorrect information than the geometric average. It has also been demonstrated that the CI provides estimation error covariance that is not honest but pessimistic for track fusion with feedback, inferior to the minimum variance rule [14] .
In summary of our findings and those given in the literature, the problems that a distributed multi-target filter may potentially suffer from due to GCI include: 1) Weakness to deal with closely distributed targets and/or low SNR background; 2) Prone to mis-detection or local sensor failure; 3) Delay in detecting new appearing targets; 4) High communication and computation cost for complete consensus.
It seems still unclear how to fix these problems on the basis of GCI, even some of the causes have been noted, nor was that our intension in this paper. We leave here direct simulation demonstration about the failures of GCI in complicated multitarget scenarios (e.g., new targets appear frequently, targets move closely or there is a high rate of mis-detection or clutter) in which our proposed approaches demonstrate more significant advantage. In particular, the straightforward arithmetic average based CGMM that can be easily implemented on different filter beds yields significant accuracy benefit with only one or two iterations of P2P diffusion.
The merit of the presented partial consensus and conservative arithmetic average fusion is not only on reliable and significant consensus benefit, but also on inexpensive communication and computation for complying with the need of real time filtering. It is very crucial to note that, a key challenge in many large-scale WSN scenarios comes exactly from limitations imposed on the communication bandwidth/power allowance and the sensor computing capability because the nodes are low powered wireless devices.
VI. CONCLUSION
For distributed GM-PHD fusion, this paper has proposed a notion of"partial consensus" which abandons the ultimate goal that the estimate of each sensor converges to the estimation conditioned on all the information over the entire network but instead neighboring sensors shares only highly-weighted GCs with each other and at the end, the network achieves partially consensus. In addition to saving communication and computation, the local SNR at each sensor can be increased because of partial consensus, reducing the possibility to generate false alarms and facilitating more accurate estimation. To further reduce the communication cost, the disseminated significant GCs can be either pairwise averaged or locally merged in a fully distributed and conservative manner. In parallel, the arithmetic average consensus is sought on the GM weight sum at each communication iteration.
Simulations based on both single target scenario and multiple target scenario have been provided to demonstrate the effectiveness and reliability of our approach with comparison to the GCI, which is the state of the art approach for distributed RFS filter fusion. Although the GCI works well in the single target scenario in the presence of low misdetection and clutter rates, it exhibits severe problems in complicated multi-target scenarios, such as delay in detecting new appearing targets, and incompetent to handle closely distributed targets, intensive clutter and mis-detection, in addition to its high communication and computation cost.
For multi-target density fusion in the presence of significant clutter and misdetection, our final remarks are:
• Many could be better than all: the concept of "partial consensus" is important as can not only save communication and computation but also benefit the accuracy more than the complete consensus.
• Union outperforms intersection: Union-format arithmetic average fusion, as the original average consensus is, is computationally easier and provably more reliable than the Intersection-format geometric average fusion, while the former is also more conservative in general.
